
Importance of appeal  against FR 22(1)a(1) judgement of Eranakulam CAT 
 
Lot of members has raised several doubts in connection with need of defending in appeal proceedings 
in FR 22(1)a(1) in Hon’ble  High Court of kerala. The most repeated question is there any relevance in 
defending in appeal against FR 22 (1)a(1) judgement  once the matter is pending for SLP proceeding in 
supreme court after principal CAT and Delhi high court?.  
 
Association is directed to clarify the matter as follows. 
 

1) The issue before principal CAT/Delhi High Court/SLP and the issue before Kerala High Court 
are different, even though both are related to FR 22(1(a(1).   

 
2) The appeal filed in Kerala High Court is challenging our basic judgement of FR 22(1)a(1) on 

merit from Eranakulam CAT. The said judgement was emphasising on the merit of eligibility of 
FR 22(1)a(1) pay fixation of JTO pay scale for TTA officiating in the post of JTOs. The judgement 
has achieved by our association on in Kerala on proving the merit that the officiating JTOs stands 
fully eligible for promotion to the post of JTO as per relevant recruitment rule 1996. 

 
3) Friends, please understand that the proceedings made in Principal CAT and Delhi high court is 

neither a fresh case for FR 22(1) a (1) pay for officiating JTOs nor  any continuation of the 
judgement in FR 22(1) a (1) from CAT Eranakulam. However the relevant news has been wrongly 
posting in several webs sites. In fact the case before Principal CAT or Delhi High Court is only for 
applicability of the fruit of the judgement of Eranakulam CAT in other circles, filed by some 
Officiating JTOs outside Kerala circle. As many believes, it is not at all afresh/independent case 
on merit for eligibility of FR 22(1)a(1) to officiating JTOs at all. The judgement on merit 
basically stands passed from Kerala CAT and all other cases are dependant on Eranakulam 
judgement. If the judgement of Eranakulam CAT get quashed, all other cases of Principal 
CAT/Delhi High Court etc will get dismissed. 

 
4) The proposed SLP is on continuation the so-called Principal CAT and Delhi High Court. 

Therefore if the SLP by BSNL management get allowed, the net result will be only dismissal of 
Principal CAT and Delhi High Court directions so that benefit of Kerala CAT judgement in other 
circles may not be allowed. On the other hand, if the SLP is not allowed, even then the basic 
judgement of Kerala CAT will be in force and as such the officials who are already getting the 
benefit based on these judgement will be continued. 

 
5) The appeal filed by BSNL in Kerala high courts by BSNL management is the most crucial and is 

challenging the basic judgement on FR 22(1) a (1) from Eranakulam CAT it self. The importance 
of this appeal is that if this appeal is not strongly defended by officiating JTOs, the basic 
judgement of Eranakulam CAT will get quashed. This will lead to withdrawal of FR 22(1)a(1) pay 
already being enjoyed by officiating JTOs in Kerala circle with retrospective effect. 
Consequently all the so called cases pending before principal CAT/Delhi High court for 
implementing the benefit of Kerala CAT judgement of FR 22(1)a(1) pay  in other circles will 
automatically become dismissed. Further, there won’t be any  lean for FR 22(1) a(1) for any 
officiating JTO in BSNL.  

 
6) Hence friends, no matter what happens to SLP filing by BSNL, the appeal filed by BSNL in High 

Court of Kerala against our basic judgement FR22 (1) a (1) of Eranakulam CAT must be defended 
invariably on the above reasons failing which all the officiating JTOs in the country will be on 
guiltiness later. 

 
7) It is also to be stated on the above ground that it is the responsibility of all Officiating JTOs in 

the country to unite and support the pending appeal before Kerala High Court. 
 

Coordinator. 


